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Artwork.

The Blue Landscape, 2021
Oil on canvas
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About the Artwork.
The Glucksman and Cork Pride Festival invited 
members of Cork’s LGBT+ community to 
participate in a creative project at the museum 
in the summer of 2021. Through a series of 
creative consultations at the Glucksman, the 
community inspired the artist in creative 
workshops. There was a candid exchange of 
lived experiences and concerns of everyday life. 
It became apparent from the first session there 
was a shared feeling of exclusion and an 
eagerness to be heard. For context, the topic 
of queer culture has never been visually 
depicted, openly for public consumption 
within a university’s collection in Ireland. 
Acknowledging this, the commission needed 
to reflect the discussions being had during this 
time as a way of honouring those who came 
to share their stories.

It also had to summarise the group's thoughts and 
commentary on life as an LGBT+ person within wider 
society. The workshops which included collage, 
photography and cyanotype, helped provide the 
inspiration for the aesthetic of the commissioned 
artwork. The content of the piece references the 
experience of existing as an outsider in a system that was 
built to neglect and punish those who don’t fit in, a 
unifying sensation felt by the group whether it was due 
to homosexuality, gender dysphoria, bi-erasure, HIV 
status, etc. The monotone blue became a tool to express 
the binary, the restrictive nature of man-made systems 
and the constructed ideologies we use to police issues 
around sexuality and gender. Furthermore, the 
significance of the blue tone is solidified in the 
association it has to Ireland. ’St. Patricks Blue’ is the 
official colour of Ireland in heraldic terms. Doyle uses it to 
construct the foundations of the piece as a way of 
connecting the viewer to what we consider ’traditional’.

The collaged space includes places from Cork 
city and county. Grand Parade taking up the 
majority of the composition. It has a special 
significance to the LGBT+ community in 
Cork as it is annually transformed to 
celebrate the Cork Pride Festival. A protest, 
party and a safe space for the community to 
come together and promote the self-
affirmation, dignity, equality, and to increase 
visibility of queer people. The inflection of 
colour acts independently of the monotone 
structures, defiantly creating a space for the 
minority. The spectrum of colour appears to 
be establishing itself in this space as it just in 
from the foreground blending into itself and 
reforming in areas it has been erased from. 
It challenges the painting’s aesthetics, and in 
doing so it asks, ‘how useful are blue 
landscapes for a multicolour society?’
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About 
the Artist. 

Stephen Doyle is a Cork-based artist who graduated from
the Crawford College of Art and Design in 2017. They were
awarded Student of the Year Award in their graduating year
and went on to receive two international art prizes
the Ashurst Emerging Artist Prize and the Sunny Art Prize.
The artist explores issues of queer identity through the
relationship between figuration and the politics of
representation. They make portraits of LGBTQIA+ people,
depicting subjects within everyday settings in a naturalistic
manner. In 2018, they were shortlisted for the Zurich
Portrait Prize with an artwork that was later acquired by the
Crawford Art Gallery making it the first piece in the National
Collection to discuss transgender/queer identity.
They have had multiple solo exhibitions in Cork, Dublin, and
London and residencies with Backwater Artist Studios,
Harmony Art Gallery, and the Butler Gallery. In 2020, they
were awarded a Visual Art Bursary Award by the Arts
Council of Ireland and were included in the Art History
syllabus for the Leaving Cert examination.
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“There could be 20 layers in a 
single painting and when I 
work in oil, that can take a day 
per one layer, so it can be quite 
slow, but it is something I feel 
works best for the finished 
painting in that it always comes 
across as more considered.”

Stephen Doyle
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“I’ll always have this kind 
of fascination with the 
‘othering’, I think that is 
part of my experiences as 
a queer person.”

Stephen Doyle 
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Artist Film. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prjFCVk59HM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prjFCVk59HM
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Pictures of Artwork.
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Artwork Info.

Stephen Doyle
The Blue Landscape

Oil on canvas, 2021
60cm x 40cm
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Pedagogy.
Materials

Embroidery floss/string in rainbow colours
masking tape
A pair of scissors
A ruler or measuring tape
A4 or A3 card. 
Colouring pencils. 
Glue sticks. 
Scissors.
Acrylic paint in a variety of colours. Or 
printouts of designs and wallpaper paste. 
Paintbrushes different sizes.
Posca markers.
Postcard size (A6) card.
Black markers
Postage stamps

Overview

This toolkit is designed to enable educators to find creative ways of 
engaging their students in discussions and activities around the 
experiences of being part of the LGBT+ community. It addresses 
three main areas that seek to provide students with a deeper 
understanding of the challenges facing members of the community, 
the discrimination that is part of the community’s history and the 
need for allyship and support. The toolkit captures a great deal of 
three of the strands within the Politics and Society curriculum, from 
promoting active citizenship, understanding human rights and 
implementing positive decision making within their own 
environment. The toolkit also covers large sections of the Visual Art 
curriculum, analysing artworks, collating information, and 
encouraging students to research and consider their creative actions 
before making. They will create the materials to demonstrate how 
they have followed a process and will realise their projects through 
public presentations. They will have opportunities to value their own 
work as well as taking time to critically reflect on their creations. 

Links to curriculum

Links to curriculum 
(Senior Cycle Post Primary) 

Politics and Society –
Strand 1: Power and decision 
making. 
Strand 2: Active Citizenship. 
Strand 3: Human Rights and 
Responsibilities.

Visual Art –
Research Strand 1.1., 1.2. , 1.3., 
1.4., 1.5. 
Making Strand – 2.1., 2.3., 2.4. 
Respond Strand – 3.1., 3.3., 3.4., 
3.5. 
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Worksheet.
1. The Blue Landscape. Discussion. (30mins)
This discussion invites students to focus on the
painting The Blue Landscape.
What has the artist depicted?
Why do we think he chose these locations?
Why the colour blue, what does it represent? What do
we think the bursts of colour represent?
This artwork provides an important visual depiction of
and for the LGBT+ community.
Why do we feel it is important that this community is
represented in artworks and in society?
What prejudice and discrimination might LGBT+
people face?
Students should consider what actions they can take
both in their school and in society that would work to
end discrimination.
How can we provide a more inclusive, open and
supportive society?

Three Classroom Exercises 2. Colours and representation. Research.
(overnight or weekend)
Students should take the time to research the
LGBT+ Rainbow Flag. The rainbow flag is a
symbol of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender
(LGBT) and queer pride and LGBT social
movements. Also known as the gay pride flag
or LGBT pride flag, the colours reflect the
diversity of the LGBT community and the
"spectrum" of human sexuality and gender.
What do each of the colours represent? Take
notes in a journal and share your findings with
the class.
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3. I’m an Ally. Creative exercise. (60mins)

This exercise invites students to demonstrate their support by creating Rainbow wristbands or bracelets. For this activity we are going to focus on making a
chevron bracelet. Follow along with our online tutorial - https://youtu.be/1ZQB1tv7f7A
The Chevron Pattern uses two of the basic knots, the forward knot and the backward knot.
1: Start by preparing the strings.
Cut 180cm lengths of each of your colours. Fold the strings in half so that you have 2 of each colour. Tie an overhand knot on the folded end. Keep the knot
close to the folded end, so you end up with a small loop at the end.Arrange the strands in order, in such a way that the colour order mirrors itself. For example,
Red = A, Orange =B, Yellow =C, Green = D, Blue = E, Purple = F, they would go: ABCDEFFEDCBA. Secure the strings with masking tape.
2: Starting with the outermost left-hand string, tie forward knots on the next strings until you reach the middle. In other words, use string A to tie a forward
knot on to string B then string C, then string D, string E and string F.
3: Using the outermost right-hand string, tie backward knots on the next strings until you reach the middle. In other words, use string A to tie a backward knot
on string B then string C, then string D, string E and string F.
Backward knots are tied by making a “P” shape with the working string over the second string. To finish the point at the centre of the chevron’s “V” shape, use
the left-hand string (A) to tie a forward knot around the right-hand string (A). Your first chevron row is now complete! At this point, you should notice that the
order of the colours has changed. If we started with the order ABCDEFFEDCBA, it should now be BCDEFAAFEDCB.
4: Continue making more rows by repeating the process with the other strings. Use the new left-hand string to make forward knots until you reach the middle.
Then, use the new right-hand string to make backward knots until you reach the centre. Tie the two strings together with a forward knot. Continue until your
bracelet is as about 18cm long or make to size.

Worksheet.

https://youtu.be/1ZQB1tv7f7A
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Project.
Three Stages

Stage 1

Discussion.
The Blue Landscape by artist Stephen Doyle was created as part
of project that invited Cork’s LGBT+ community to share their
experiences and memories of growing up in the city. The
community outlined the challenges, prejudice and discrimination
that they faced, the advances made over the past number of
years and need for further education and progress.
This discussion invites students to consider the extremely
challenging history of the LGBT+ movement, both nationally and
internationally.
What do we know about the history of the LGBT+ movement?
Are students aware of any historical laws that discriminated
against the LGBT+ community?
Have we seen any LGBT+ protests or marches in your town/city?
Have students watched any films, read articles about LGBT+
history?
Why is it important to understand the history of LGBT+ rights?
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Collage.
This creative activity invites students to
create a collage of the photos, posters,
advertisements and artworks that document
the LGBT+ movement and its significant
events over the past 50+ years. Use your
collected images and combine them with
words (cut-out or written), and drawings to
create the artwork.
Take an A3 piece of card. Consider the
background colours, how might the colours
you use represent the history. Ensure you
place each image/cut-out/word or drawing
before you stick anything down. Arrange
your materials so that they tell the story. This
doesn’t need to be a linear timeline, consider
how particular images or messages should
be placed so they stand out to the viewer.

Research.
This research exercise invites students to learn
about the history of the LGBT+ movement
with a focus on the visuals, artworks, posters
and banners that captured the spirit of the
movements.
Students should write a brief history of the
events/movements/campaigns and collect a
number of images that capture each event.

The Stonewall riots and the Gay Liberation
Movement in the USA. What led to the riots?
How did the LGBT+ community act? What was
the mood of the time? How did the community
communicate their
anger/frustration/desperation?
Consider the photograph of Peter Hujar, what
does it say about the movement?

ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power). Why was
the ACT UP political group so important in terms of
advocacy, equality of treatment and education of the
AIDS pandemic? What approaches did the group take
to get noticed? What posters, visuals can you find?
Look at the posters, banners and billboards behind the
Gran Fury ACT UP campaigns. What methods did the
group use to get attention? Collect examples.
YES Campaign (Marriage Equality, Ireland). In 2015,
Ireland held a referendum on same sex marriage. Look
at the Yes campaign and the style, colours and
messaging behind their posters and advertisements.
What connections can you find between different
posters? How did the Yes campaign differ to the No
campaign?
Look at the The Claddagh Embrace mural, by Irish
artist Joe Caslin. Where did the artist get his
inspiration from? How would an artwork like this
impact public opinion?

Project.
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Project.
Stage 2

Discussion.
This stage of the project invites students to
look at the importance of representation and
to consider how they can demonstrate their
allyship and support of the LGBT+
community.
What would it mean to LGBT+ students, to
have their school and every student show
support? Do we feel it is necessary, if so,
why?
What does our school do now to show
support? Can this improve in any way?
Do we know of other schools, youth
organisations that have campaigns,
representations or demonstrations of
support?

Design.
Consider the significant LGBT+ movements and the clear
and powerful messages they communicated through their
posters, advertisements and campaigns. This activity
invites students to work on designs that communicate a
positive supportive message using simple shapes, graphics
and words.
For inspiration, look at the work of acclaimed American
artist Keith Haring. Haring’s Pop Art style is instantly
recognizable, his simple figures and vibrant colours
concisely communicate complex and important messages.
Andy Warhol, the famous American Pop artist, explored
themes such as gender and sexual identity as well as
underground cultures, often used found imagery and
repetition to communicate his ideas.
Students should create simple designs that combine
shapes, symbols or found images with words. Think about
your choice and use of colour.
Students should share their designs with the wider group.

School Campaign.
This creative activity invites students to
consider how they can bring their message
of allyship to everyone in the school. Review
the designs, symbols and graphics that
students have created. How could these
designs be presented across the school? Can
you get permission to permanently or
temporarily install the designs in communal
spaces in the school. If permanent, consider
painting the designs on corridor walls. Use
acrylic paints and small brushes. Fix details
with posca markers. They can be painted
small and students will encounter them by
chance.
If temporary, consider pasting up the
designs. Print out the designs on regular
cartridge paper and use wall paper paste to
stick to interior walls.
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Project.
Stage 3

Discussion and research.
The LGBT+ movement has seen huge progress
internationally in the last century, but there remains a
divide in rights globally. While some countries and cultures
become more tolerant, others become more repressive. Are
students aware of any situations/countries/cultures where
the LGBT+ community continues to face discrimination?
Students should look into the current situation nationally
and internationally and identify where discrimination still
exists.
This stage of the project invites students to demonstrate
allyship beyond the school, to the LGBT+ community and
in particular to LGBT+ youth everywhere.
Research youth LGBT groups/organisations, locally,
nationally and even internationally.
Compile a list.

A Message from our School
This creative activity invites students to undertake a
postcard campaign that sends their messages of allyship,
support and friendship to the LGBT+ community and in
particular to LGBT+ youth everywhere. Students should
take all that they have learnt about the LGBT+ community,
LGBT+ history, and about struggles that continue and to
design postcards that convey a message of support and
celebration. Their designs should reflect the visuals used in
campaigns, the words and images can be drawn from
important movements, and it should provide a clear
message that is understood by everyone. The postcards can
be sent to all the organisations on your list. Take a white
sheet of A6 card. Map out the traditional postcard layout
on the back using a black marker. Create your design on
the front. Sketch out the design first using pencil and
complete using markers. Explain the meaning behind the
postcard in the space for writing on the back, fill out the
address and post. Best of luck with your campaign!
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Discover more.
TENI – Report: The Post-Primary School Experiences
of Transgender and Gender Diverse Youth in
Ireland (2020) https://www.teni.ie/reports/

SPHE resource - GROWING UP LESBIAN, GAY,
BISEXUAL and TRANSGENDER
https://pdst.ie/sites/default/files/LGBT%20English%
20Print.pdf

BeLonG To is an organisation for Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgendered (LGBT) young people,
aged between 14 and 23.
https://www.belongto.org/

Human Rights Campaign - https://www.hrc.org/

LGBT Ireland - https://lgbt.ie/

Youth Work Ireland -
https://www.youthworkireland.ie/youth-work-
centre/lgbt-youth-projects

Stephen Doyle -
https://www.stephendoyleartist.ie/

Intersections -
https://www.glucksman.org/projects/intersections

https://www.teni.ie/reports/
https://pdst.ie/sites/default/files/LGBT%20English%20Print.pdf
https://www.belongto.org/
https://www.hrc.org/
https://lgbt.ie/
https://www.youthworkireland.ie/youth-work-centre/lgbt-youth-projects
https://www.stephendoyleartist.ie/
https://www.glucksman.org/projects/intersections
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The Glucksman
University College Cork
Ireland T12 V1WH

info@glucksman.org
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